Nursing. Her area of research is in education technology and recent projects include the ,.
In order to educate the increasing number of nursing students enrolling in nursing schools and meet the needs of today's "Net Generation," faculty find themselves developing distance education courses and using technology that was not even dreamed about a decade ago. To fulfill these responsibilities and prepare nurses in a knowledge-driven era requires educators to look beyond traditional horizons of educational practices and consider new technologies.
BACKGROUND
One of the new technologies is the popular and easy-touse mobile MP3 audio players such as the Apple iPod. MPEG Audio Layer 3, or MP3, is a method of compressing audio files by a factor of about 10, so that a 40-MB track on a compact disc would become a 4-MB MP3 file. Although MP3 files can be played on any computer using free software such as iTunes, Quicktime, or Windows Media Player, mobile MP3 audio players are surfacing as high-tech teaching tools in institutions of higher learning. Veres 12. reports grant-funded Apple iPod research proposals becoming a reality at universities while students participating in iPod experiments receive the ever-present technology gadget free of charge. Critics question the educational purpose of MP3 technology and doubt if students will benefit from teachers' innovative uses of these powerful digital music players that can also function as a photo gallery. Skeptical educators fear students will use the versatile digital audio and video devices for entertainment purposes only. However, some administrators and teachers believe the popularity of the iPod will spur creative uses of this technology in learning environments and support experiential learning.1 .2
EDUCATIONAL VALUE
Many innovative teachers and students have unearthed an assortment of educational uses for MP3 devices. Lomas and Reeves ~ encourage university students to simply "play" with the device in order to nurture a "do it yourself and sharing mentality," and believe there is educational value because of the simple transmission of information. Boylan ~ purports the investment in using technology in the classroom is paying off because it improves student learning and diminishes the attrition of underrepresented groups of students enrolled in school. Professors teaching linguistic courl:?~S have,used one of these devices for uploading and delivering audio material in order to assist students with pronunciation of complex foreign words. In turn, students record foreign language diaries for instructors' assessment of their mastery of the language. These students may also download their assigned audiolistening exercises to any MP3 player, handheld device, or a computer, and complete their homework anywhere, anytime.1 The instructor may record native speakers reading the required course materials for students to download.
There are, however, some glitches associated with the emerging use of this communication tool. Students may forget to recharge their devices, or to bring them to class. Additionally, students, who may see them only as a great way to catch some popular tunes while crossing campus, may need help in rethinking the use of these mobile devices from an entertainment to an educational tool. Lomas and Reeves~ remind faculty that if these devices are adopted as part of instruction, they need to be committed to, and used, consistently.
One needs to be mindful of the cost of technological devices and students' budgets. Many students, however, may already own these devices. A class of nursing students (a hybrid of undergraduate and graduate) was casually asked if they owned MP3 players and 25% of the students responded "yes." All students (n = 44), however, were very interested in having the lectures posted on the Internet and the idea of using MP3 players for educational purposes. A professor at Duke University 1 reports approximately 40 of her 300 students record her lectures with MP3 devices. Having access to a lecture more than once assists nonnative-speaking students to understand complex material and can provide a good review for all students.
Librarians are storing audio books pulled from the Apple iTunes Music Store on "iPod shuffles" and then checking the devices out to library patrons. Library administrators indicate this practice is less expensive than lending out books on tape. § Perhaps in the future, publishers of college textbooks will provide students and instructors with a textbook stored within several MP3 files. This method of delivery might reduce the cost of textbooks for students and enable them to listen to audio books anywhere at anytime, thus giving the "book on tape" a different delivery platform.
This emerging technology is rapidly advancing and being used among academicians and clinicians for educational and research purposes. Gehlert, § an investigator at the University of Chicago, shares her breast cancer research findings via a "pod cast" (see http:J/research.uchicago.edu/highlights/science/gehlert.shtml) as well as a conventional MP3 file. Podcasting is simply distributing MP3 files using a rich site summary (RSS) feed.
According to Wikipedia,z the term "podcasr' is an afTlalgamation of the word "broadcasting"
and "iPod," the brand name of Apple Computer's MP3 player. Nonetheless, an iPod is not required to listen to a podcast; many people listen to offline podcasts on other brand name MP3 players, §. or a computer.
Because the technology provides student "ownership" of learning materials, learners may be more motivated to organize personal academic notes, lectures, and other digital learning Some instructors create lecture podcasts by using a portable audio player (eg, iPod), a microphone (eg, iTalk) that attaches to the MP3 player, and a lapel microphone (eg, Griffin brand) that attaches to the main microphone. The saved WAVEform (WAV) audio file created on the digital audio player may then be uploaded and saved to a computer.
The WAV sound file may be converted to an MP3 file with a conversion support system such as Sound Grinder 2 (http://www.monkey-tools.com/pages/products/sgmain.htm-~ -.. format, the files can be uploaded to a shared server for student access (eg, Lecture Podcasts at http://www.maagnursing.com/podcas!L).
Critics might consider providing lectures in a podcast as "spoon feeding" students or anticipate class attendance to diminish. Faculty, however, need to remember that students pay to have their learning facilitated; how they learn is up to them (http://www. ilounge. com/index. php/articles/comments/beginners-guide-to-podcastcreation/). Educators should not confuse podcasting with uploading audio files to an electronic course management system, such as Blackboard, for students to pull from.
Today's generation of students have voiced dissatisfaction with taking "too many steps" to pull online information. If too many steps are involved, without an assigned grade, the student will not easily participate. Podcasting may seamlessly deliver educational content into students' computers via an RSS feed.~
VODCASTS
Professional video presentations can be delivered by using "vodcasts" (video-on-demand casting).~ A video camera, equipped with an audio capturing system, is required in order to create this visual and auditory presentation. Verdi, 12 author of "Freevlog.blogspot.com," explains in a detailed stepwise fashion how to set up a free videoblog in order to produce a vodcast http://www.freevlog.org/). There are other sites available, such as http://digitalbicycle.org/ and http://videoaddon.com/, that provide detailed instructions on how to begin making vodcasts. Similar to podcast technology, videos may be pulled from an RSS aggregator and automatically downloaded to your desktop. Vodcasts provide instructors with more online teaching opportunities, especially in distance education, and add a different dimension to face-to-face classes. Vodcasts can be used by students for creative delivery of group presentations in the classroom or for clinically related inservices. The equipment needed often can be borrowed from the college information technology department; students and faculty can learn to produce vodcasts easily.
CONCLUSION
Myriad innovative technological approaches are surfacing in today's "knowledge-driven" era. The use of technical tools may allow for enhanced learning for healthcare students, providers, or clients. The number of qualified students who are turned away from schools of nursing increases each year due to the limited number of teachers. Therefore, it is an educator's responsibility to look at all potential methods of education that may assist with the preparation of nurses to quench the nursing shortage in this country. Using audiovisual and computer technology could provide better learning opportunities to more students as well as foster a sense of creativity and fun. Its use in the clinical area could improve communication as well as the accuracy of data collected.
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